
Guest Editorial

Epidemiological studies carried out as early as the

1950s established an association between smoking

and lung cancer that literally jumped out at us:

smokers accounted for 70–80 per cent of lung

cancer patients.1 More recent epidemiological

studies have reliably replicated this finding.2 All of

the epidemiological studies, both old and new, also

found that a minority (10–15 per cent) of smokers

contract this often fatal disease. Consequently, the

medical and scientific communities have been infa-

tuated with the question: why do a minority of

smokers develop lung cancer? Clearly, this is an

important question, given that lung cancer

accounted for approximately 30 per cent (160,390)

of all cancer-related deaths reported in the USA in

2007.3

The famous statistician, Sir Ronald Fisher, was

the first to suggest that genes regulate susceptibility

to smoking-associated lung cancer in a 1958 study

that determined concordance rates for lung cancer

and smoking in monozygotic (MZ) and dizygotic

(DZ) twins.4 Fisher concluded that genetic factors

do not influence lung cancer because the MZ and

DZ concordances for lung cancer are the same.

This conclusion has been ignored, in part, because

more recent twins studies that included larger

sample sizes have detected significantly higher con-

cordance for lung cancer in MZ twins versus DZ

twins5,6 and because lung cancer shows familial

aggregation.7,8 The generally held opinion seems to

be that only some smokers contract lung cancer

because genes, probably more than one, play vital

roles in regulating susceptibility to developing lung

cancer. While the generally held opinion may be

correct, it is clear from those studies that have

attempted to quantify it that genetic influence on

lung cancer is moderate to low. For example, 8 per

cent heritability for lung cancer was calculated

from the 9.6 million subject Swedish

Family-Cancer database,9 and heritability estimates

derived from twins and family studies are in the 10

per cent range.10,11

Candidate gene and genome-wide
association studies of lung cancer

Identifying genes that play a causal role in the

development of lung cancer has been a major

source of entertainment and frustration for geneti-

cists for the past 50 years. Studies that evaluate can-

didate genes have been especially popular because

they are often based on what appears to be sound

biology. If the basic science branch of cancer

research identifies a gene product that seems to

influence the cancer process, geneticists have fre-

quently attempted to identify polymorphisms in

the human genes and have then designed studies to

determine whether these polymorphisms influence

susceptibility to lung cancer. Hundreds, if not

thousands, of studies have attempted to determine

whether a long list of candidate genes might influ-

ence the development of lung cancer. In a 2008

review of the literature, Risch and Plass conclude

that lung cancer is a complex disease, influenced by

low-penetrance polymorphisms in multiple genes,

and that epigenetic factors may also be important.12

Three recently published studies used the

genome-wide association study (GWAS) approach to

identify genes that contribute to lung cancer.13–15

All three studies used large panels of single nucleo-

tide polymorphisms (SNPs) and large subject pools,

affording sample sizes that should have provided ade-

quate power to detect a genetic influence that con-

tributes to as little as 2–3 per cent of the variance. It

is somewhat surprising that a GWAS identified any-

thing, given that the heritability for lung cancer

seems to be so very low (,10 per cent), but all of

these studies detected significant associations between

lung cancer and the same cluster of genes resident on

chromosome 15. This gene cluster encodes three
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neuronal nicotinic cholinergic receptor (nAChR)

subunit genes: a3 (CHRNA3), a5 (CHRNA5) and

b4 (CHRNB4). The strongest association with lung

cancer was found with CHRNA5. The fact that

three different studies, using large sample sizes,

yielded identical results must be viewed as provoca-

tive, if not downright exciting.

The GWAS approach might be described as a

wide-eyed innocence approach, in that it is not bur-

dened by preconceptions; all genes are fair game.

This strength can also be a weakness, because once a

gene has been discovered, researchers must suggest a

mechanism that might explain how a polymorphism

associated with the gene contributes to variation in a

phenotype of interest. Providing a mechanism often

involves obtaining answers to questions, such as: (1)

Is the gene product expressed in the right place (e.g.

is a lung cancer gene expressed in the lung)? (2)

Does the polymorphism affect expression level or

function? Obviously, it is not absolutely necessary

for a lung cancer gene to be expressed in the lung,

or that a polymorphism affects expression level or

function, but it certainly would be convenient.

Excitement concerning the nAChR gene cluster

finding is enhanced by the observations that a5

mRNA and protein are expressed in lung epithelial

cells, and by the demonstration that one of

the CHRNA5 polymorphisms results in an aspartic

acid–asparagine switch at position 398 (second

cytoplasmic loop of the a5 nAChR subunit gene

product) that affects receptor function when

expressed as a4a5b2 nAChRs in HEK cells.16 We

seem to have nearly everything: replication of the

finding in three large studies and demonstration that

the gene product is found in the lung and that one

of strongest association polymorphisms alters recep-

tor function. What more could we ask?

Tobacco addiction rears its ugly head

Establishing whether genetic factors influence lung

cancer has been complicated by the finding that

genetic factors affect individual differences in vul-

nerability to tobacco addiction. Fisher introduced

this issue in his 1958 study,4 when he noted that

concordance for smoking status was significantly

higher in MZ than in DZ twins, thereby suggesting

that genes might influence whether a given indi-

vidual does, or does not, smoke. A recent review of

the genetics of smoking literature notes that

smoking is a trait with high heritability (h2 esti-

mates are 0.28–0.84) that is most probably

influenced by multiple genes.17 Modern studies are

attempting to identify genes that might modulate

vulnerability to tobacco addiction. Of particular

note, three recently published studies detected

significant associations between CHRNA5 gene

markers and one, or more, components of tobacco

use. One of these studies used the GWAS18 method,

and two candidate gene studies evaluated the D398N

polymorphism in CHRNA5.16,19 If we apply the

‘location’ and ‘activity’ questions to the nicotine

addiction and a5 data we get provocative answers.

The brain expresses a5-containing nAChRs, most

often as the high-affinity a4a5b2 type, in dopamin-

ergic neurones20 that play vital roles in drug

reinforcement, and, as noted previously, the D398N

a5 polymorphism affects receptor function.16 Once

again, what more could we ask? The gene product is

expressed in the right place and it affects activity, so

it must be involved in the addiction process!

All three of the genome-wide association studies

of lung cancer analysed their data in ways that

would, hopefully, provide an answer to the ‘direct

effect on cancer versus an effect on addiction’ issue.

Unfortunately, the answer seems to differ, depend-

ing on the study. The study reported by Hung

et al.13 detected an increased risk for lung cancer

that was associated with the chromosome 15 locus

in six samples, where smokers’-only data were ana-

lysed and when the combined sample was divided

into groups of former smokers, current smokers

and never smokers. These authors concluded that

the CHRNA5-associated locus exerts a direct effect

on lung cancer because a significant association was

also found between the CHRNA5 locus and lung

cancer in non-smokers and because the chromo-

some 15 locus was not associated with variance in

three frequently used measures of tobacco addiction

(time to first cigarette each day, number of ciga-

rettes per day and the Fagerstrom Tolerance

Questionnaire). Amos and colleagues14 detected a
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significant association between chromosome 15

nAChR gene cluster SNP markers and increased

risk for lung cancer, but also found that SNPs in

this region seem to influence smoking behaviour,

particularly among former smokers. These findings

led the authors to conclude,‘...although nAChR

genes may have a role in smoking behavior, vari-

ation in chromosome 15 nAChR gene cluster

markers directly contributes to lung cancer suscep-

tibility’. By contrast, Thorgeirsson et al.15 con-

cluded that an association between the 15q5.4

region and nicotine addiction is a key component

in the aetiology of lung cancer because the appar-

ent effect of the chromosome 15 SNPs on lung

cancer was substantially reduced after correcting for

smoking quantity. Thus, the question: ‘does

CHRNA5 affect lung cancer directly?’ was

answered with a ‘yes’, a ‘maybe’ and a ‘no’.

Lung cancer is a phenotype that is readily

measured; an individual does, or does not, have the

disease. In comparison, tobacco addiction is a

messy phenotype and tobacco researchers have

struggled for years to define the characteristics of a

tobacco addict. The studies that were designed to

identify genes that influence lung cancer used

different criteria when defining tobacco addiction.

The studies also differed in the populations studied

and other important criteria. Consequently, it is

not surprising that different studies that addressed

the same question could yield different answers.

Further complications

Given that the heritability of lung cancer is low and

the heritability of tobacco use/addiction is high, it

seems most likely that the path between CHRNA5

and lung cancer has a behavioural intermediate.

That intermediate may not involve the actions of

nicotine on the brain. This possibility is suggested

by our recent finding,21 obtained from two separate

young adult samples, that age of initiation of

tobacco (and alcohol) use is significantly associated

with the CHRNA5-CHRNA3-CHRNB4 gene

cluster. This result may mean that the gene cluster

influences an underlying psychological characteristic

(eg impulsivity or behavioural disinhibition) that

increases the likelihood that an adolescent will exper-

iment with drugs such as tobacco and alcohol.

Early-onset tobacco use will increase life-long

exposure to tobacco, a factor that is known to

increase the risk for lung cancer.

Suggestions for resolving these issues

Establishing a causal connection between a poly-

morphism in the CHRNA5 gene and lung cancer,

tobacco addiction or behavioural disinhibition may

be next to impossible using currently available

genetic strategies. Human genetic studies can

detect nothing more than significant associations

(correlations) between genetic markers and pheno-

types. It may be that additional human genetic

studies will be required to provide a more rigorous

test of the hypotheses that have evolved from the

recent genetic analyses of lung cancer and smoking.

Such studies, if done, would increase, or decrease,

our enthusiasm for the gene cluster hypotheses.

They cannot, unfortunately, bridge the huge gap

between correlation and causality. We suggest that

researchers who work in the lung cancer area con-

sider mounting a transgenic research programme.

Mice have been engineered to express null

mutations for all of the known nAChR subunit

genes, and gain-of-function mutants have been

developed for several. These mice have been used

to test hypotheses concerning nicotine addic-

tion22–24 and could be used to test hypotheses con-

cerning lung cancer. It is absolutely the case that

animal models may not mimic the human con-

dition exactly, and it is possible that molecular and

biochemical compensation may influence results

obtained with genetically engineered animals.

Nonetheless, experiments carried out using this

alternative approach might serve as a good test of

hypotheses generated by human genetic studies.
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